Indoor LED Display

1. Indoor Stage LED Display
2. Picture of common indoor LED display and LED module

Description: Pixel Pitch: 4mm
Resolution: 62500 dots/sqm
Brightness: 2500nits
The Min Viewing Distance: 2 meters
Description: Pixel Pitch: 5mm
Resolution: 40000 dots/sqm
Brightness: 2200nits
The Min Viewing Distance: 3 meters
Description: Pixel Pitch: 6mm

Resolution: 27777 dots/sqm

Brightness: 2000nits

The Min Viewing Distance: 4 meters
Description: Pixel Pitch: 7.62mm

Resolution: 17777 dots/sqm

Brightness: 1800nits

The Min Viewing Distance: 5 meters
Description:

Pixel Pitch: 10mm

Resolution: 10000 dots/sqm

Brightness: 1700nits

The Min Viewing Distance: 6 meters